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PS180M EA Paint Strainers 180 Micron

Paper paint strainers, Extra filtration for 
cleaning your paint, Prevents clogging 
spray guns 

PS180M250 pack Paint Strainers 180 Micron (pack)

DSTC EA Spray Test Cards A great tool for checking colour 
accuracy before you paint a vehicle  

MPS4M EA Masking Plastic Static
for draping and covering large areas, 
dust containment and overspray 
protection.

FTD 13mmX50mt Foam Tape Dart

A foam tape designed to be used in 
masking door jambs, hood or deck lid 
openings or other areas of a vehicle 
which need to be sealed during the 
painting operation. Provides a soft edge 
to prevent tape lines in the jamb areas. 

CI EA Chamois Imported
 Ideal for removing excess moisture 
forom windows, mirrors and automotive 
glass. 

5kg Bag Cleaning Rags  Assorted cotton rags, smooth, highly 
absorbent cloth. Used for cleaning. 

71204 EA Ridged Plastic Hand Block - Black 

 A pliable block which holds sandpaper 
securely during wet or dry sanding 
operations 

DRBO EA Ridged Plastic Hand Block - Orange (large)

MA2"6 pack Metal Applicators 2"6 This body filler applicator set contains 
the perfect tools for spreading spot putty 
and body filler! The blades offer just 
enough flex for a clean, smooth spread 
and ergonomic rubber handles provide 
comfortable operation even during long 
jobs. The body filler applicator set comes 
with 2”, 3”, 4” and 6” blade sizes to 
accommodate a variety of tasks.

MA3"4 pack Metal Applicators 3"4

MA6"4"3 pack Metal Applicators 6"4"3

PA6"5"4 pack Plastic Applicators
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TCS box Tack Cloth

 Tack rags are used just before painting 
to remove the lightest dust or dirt from 
what would otherwise be considered a 
clean, ready to paint surface. 

DSF EA Speed File (small)

 Quality speed files, with hardened 
spring steel clips, a thicker rubber pad 
gives a comfortable cushion base for 
ease and accuracy. Durability in wet and 
dry sanding applications 

DSFL EA Speed File (large)

DSFM EA Speed File (medium)

GT001 roll Green Double Sided Adhesive Tape
 Green pressure sensitive, double sided 
tape, coated on both sides for a neater, 
more professional finish  

ARCWR2 1kg ARC Welding Rods 2.6MM

 Mild steel arc electrode rods, available 
in 2.5mm and 3.2mm for mild steel arc 
welding. 

ARCWR3.2 1kg ARC Welding Rods 3.2MM

BRT1 1kg Brazing Rods Thin 2.0
 Our brazing rod is a high quality low 
fuming bronze brazing rod, formulated 
for high tensile strength and ductility. 
Smooth flowing, excelent for most 
brazing uses. 

BRTH1 1kg Brazing Rods Thick 3.2

GWRT1 1kg Gas Welding Rods Thin
 These copper coated, general purpose 
rods are made of a high quality, mild 
steel. Great for both automotive and 
commercial use 

GWRTH1 1kg Gas Welding Rods Thick

M14AP EA M14 * 5/8 Adaptor For Polisher
 Built for rugged use, It withstands the 
heat and speed of a rotary polisher on 
demanding jobs.This heavy duty adaptor 
has a 5/8 inch thread to fit a rotary/ 
circular polisher. Easy pad changes and 
durable worry-free buffing with double 
sided pads 

M14XM14AP EA M14 * M14 Adaptor Polisher

M1658AP EA M16 *5/8 Adaptor For Polisher

M16AP EA M16 Adaptor For Polisher

DUPF 600ml Upol Fibral 

Ideal for bridging holes, provides 
tough resistant GRP coating. Smooth 
spreading and easy to apply. Can be 
shaped and sanded once cured. Can be 
shaped and sanded once cured.
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FLY/3 Gallon Upol Flyweight 

The FLYWEIGHT formulation uses 
sophisticated lightweight technology 
to produce excellent filling properties 
combined with smooth application and 
very easy sanding. It has been designed 
with the most challenging professional 
applications in mind.

50ml Universal Tinters various colours

Mido Talweena are high-quality 
universal colorants in a special formula 
of different colorants. They can be used 
to tint or shade water-based and oil-
based paints. With added solvent, they 
dissolve in paints to give stable colors 
on walls. They are manufactured, based 
on the Universal Colorants system

73008 70 x 200mm Dust Free Sanding block  Dust free sanding blocks are an easy 
to hold block used with our cumi net 
range. Used for sanding bodyfillers, 
putties and primer, with minimal 
cleanup. 73016 70 x 400mm Dust Free Sanding block

3402810 8" Yellow Flat foam pad
 Designed to create the perfect finish 
using your orbital, dual action, or 
circular polisher. Used with our Velco 
backing plate. 

3402840 8" Orange Flat foam pad

3414612 6" Yellow foam pad with backing plate

 This polishing pad is ideal for applying 
polish and glaze to your car. Made 
from a high density foam with a plastic 
backing. 

72204 6" Interface Pad 6+1 holes 
 Foam interface pad to go between the 
backing pad of your sander and the 
abrasive disc. 

61045-221 4.5" Backing Pad for resin fibre disc M14-2
 This angle grinder backing pad stands 
up to hard use with resin fiber discs. 
Designed for use with resin fiber 
sanding discs. Ribbed surface allows 
better air flow to extend disc life. 

61050-221 5" Backing Pad for resin fibre disc M14-2

61070-221 7" Backing Pad for resin fibre disc M14-2

21160-2 6" Backing Pad 6 holes Velcro
 Support your cutting, polishing or 
finishing pad with these high-quality 
backing plates. 
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71132k3 3" Round Wax applicator kit  Made of high-quality sponge, perfect 
for car cleaning and detailing. For use 
with polish, wax and tire dressing. 
Durable, without crumbling. Soft and 
easy to use. 71335K3 Square washing & Waxing Kit

46080-11 8" Double side wool Pad

 The double sided mop is made fro 
thick, twisted Australian sheep wool, 
this reversible woolbuff is designed to 
give twice the area of a single sided 
mop. Washable and comes with a 5/8" 
thread. 

48020-1 Yellow Polishing cone
 Used in automotive wheel polishing and 
fine detailing, tapered design, long life, 
can be used repeatedly after cleaning. 


